Fall 2021 RIGHTS GUIDE

picture books

Monkey with a Tool
Belt and the Craftiest
Christmas Ever!
Chris Monroe
Christmas is coming! With the help of
his trusty tool belt, Chico Bon Bon helps
friends decorate, turns a pile of junk into
a bundle of gifts, and throws an epically
awesome party!
• Chico Bon Bon: Monkey with a Tool Belt
seasons 1-4 now available on Netflix
• A fun Christmas story with a DIY twist as Chico
turns a bunch of junk into awesome gifts for all
his friends
• Humor will appeal to kids and parents alike
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 4-8
September 7, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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picture books

Hair Story

Kao Kalia Yang, illus. Rachel Wada

NoNieqa Ramos, illus. Keisha Morris

A powerful true story of a young girl
who has never known life outside a
refugee camp and a father determined to
help her dream beyond the fences that
confine them.

With rhythmic, rhyming verse, this
picture book follows a Boriqua (Puerto
Rican) girl and a Black girl from birth
through early childhood, culminating in
a play date in which they celebrate their
natural hair.

• From the #OwnVoices author of the acclaimed
picture books A Map into the World and The Most
Beautiful Thing
• Showcases how a father’s love for his child
can support dreams of transcending difficult
circumstances
• Offers a look at the everyday life of children
in a refugee camp that captures both joy and
hardship in a way kids can relate to
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 5-9
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS ,TEXT: ICM PARTNERS
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART:
TRANSATLANTIC LITERARY AGENCY
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picture books

From the Tops of the Trees

• Includes a “Fro-ments in time” page celebrating
Black and Latinx icons from history and
contemporary culture
• Set in a distinctly urban setting
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 5-9
September 7, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT: FUSE LITERARY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: PAINTED WORDS

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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picture books

Unspeakable

The Tulsa Race Massacre
Carole Boston Weatherford
illus. Floyd Cooper

Katey Howes, illus. Jess Engle
A love bird who doesn’t like kisses?
Rissy’s friends and family wonder if she’s
sick, confused, or rude. But kisses make
Rissy uncomfortable. Can she show
everyone there’s not one right way to
share affection?

Celebrated author Carole Boston
Weatherford and illustrator Floyd
Cooper provide a powerful look at the
1921 Tulsa race massacre, one of the
worst incidents of racial violence in our
nation’s history.

• Catchy, rhyming text and colorful watercolor
illustrations teach young readers how to
advocate for themselves

• Timed to coincide with the 100th
anniversary of the Tulsa Race Massacre,
May 31-June 2, 2021

• Approaches the concept of body autonomy and
consent in an engaging, safe way

“[A] refrain (‘No kissies!’) and soft
watercolor art by Engle reinforce the
message that speaking up for one’s
bodily agency should always be
embraced.”
—starred, Publishers Weekly

“Radiant.”
—starred, Kirkus

• Readers with sensory processing issues and
those who prefer more personal space will
recognize Rissy’s dilemma, while others will
learn how to respect the preferences of friends
and peers
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 4-9
March 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
STORM LITERARY AGENCY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: LERNER

• A remarkable look at a significant moment in
the United States’ past, shedding light on racial
violence and offering hope for a better future

“A must-have for those seeking the
painful and complete truth.”
—starred, Booklist

School Library Journal
BookPage
Publishers Weekly
The Horn Book Magazine
Kirkus
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picture books

Rissy No Kissies

• Author and illustrator both have an excellent
track record with books that address the
African American experience, and Floyd
Cooper grew up on Tulsa
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 8-12
February 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
RUBIN PFEFFER CONTENT
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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middle grade fiction

Eddie Whatever

Emily Barth Isler

Lois Ruby

After her brother’s death from a heart
defect, Lucy starts seventh grade at
a new school—whose students
survived a shooting four years ago—
and must navigate different kinds of
grief and healing.

Thirteen-year-old Eddie needs to
do a community service project in
preparation for his bar mitzvah. He ends
up volunteering at a retirement home,
where intrigues and hijinks upend all his
assumptions about the elderly.

• A sensitive, poignant, age-appropriate
exploration of trauma

• Humor, insight, and elements of mystery unite
the adventures of zany but believable characters

• Highlights the importance of unconventional
forms of self-expression such as mime

• Full of whimsy , a touching story of intergenerational bonds

• Responsibly presents a timely topic with an
emphasis on long-term recovery
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 272 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 10-14
September 7, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
BRADFORD LITERARY AGENCY

middle grade fiction

AfterMath

Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 10-14
November 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: WRITERS HOUSE LLC

“Young readers will find
this compelling story
sharply relevant . . .”
—Booklist

also by Lois Ruby
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middle grade fiction

Joshua S. Levy
The entire population of Earth’s solar
system has been kidnapped by aliens.
It’s up to Jack and his classmates and
teachers aboard the PSS 118 to rescue
the rest of humanity.
• This sequel to Seventh Grade vs. the Galaxy is
an equally fast-paced and fun sci-fi adventure,
with growing pains and friendship at its heart
• Quirky humor and action-packed scenes make
this a page turner
• Jack’s relationships with his friends, his
enemies, and the well-meaning adults in his
life add depth to the story
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 280 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 9-13
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
TRANSLATION, DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
LAURA DAIL LITERARY AGENCY
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My Ex-Imaginary Friend

middle grade fiction

Eighth Grade vs. the
Machines

Jimmy Matejek-Morris
Eleven-year-old Jack thought he’d
outgrown his imaginary friend, George,
until his family hits a crisis and Jack
decides that George may hold the key to
putting his life back together.
• A simultaneously humorous and heartrending
adventure, infused with George’s particular
brand of magic
• Skillfully weaves in wit and whimsy to balance
honest treatment of difficult topics
• Offers validation for kids who have yet
to “outgrow” a habit, hobby, or coping
mechanism that they might be considered
too old for
Carolrhoda Books®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 296 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 9-12
February 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: FOREWORD LITERARY D/B/A
FUSE LITERARY

“A poignant, multilayered story that will
appeal to those looking for a heartfelt
family drama.”

—School Library Journal

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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middle grade fiction

William Loizeaux, illus. Laura Jacobsen
A novel about the unlikely friendship
between a boy and an elderly woman.
Both moving and joyful, this is a
poignant story about loss and love,
and the surprising bonds that can grow
between the old and young.
• Features a unique cross-generational friendship
• A powerful story that deals with many prevalent
themes such as loss, love, and building and
maintaining relationships
One Elm Books — Red Chair Press
Price: HC: $16.99
Pages: 192 • Trim: 51/4 x 73/4 • Ages: 8-12
March 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: RED CHAIR PRESS C/O LERNER

Just Ash

young adult fiction

Into the Wind

Sol Santana
Ash has never thought much about
being intersex. But when he gets his
period and his parents pressure him to
“try being a girl,” he must fight for who
he really is.
• A heartrending but ultimately empowering
journey of an intersex boy learning to embrace
both his body and his identity
• A rare story about an intersex kid, written by an
intersex author (“intersex” is the “I” in LGBTQIA+)
• Examines the ignorance and prejudice that still
define society’s views of a gender binary
Carolrhoda Lab®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 224 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 13-18
October 5, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

“A moving, well-written tale about
an unusual friendship.”

—Kirkus
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young adult fiction

Marcia Argueta Mickelson
Guatemalan-American high school senior
Millie Vargas struggles to balance her
family’s needs with her own ambitions,
especially after her mother’s employer, a
Senate candidate, uses Millie as a poster
child for “deserving” immigrants.
• Accessible treatment of complex subject
matter—immigration, doxxing, youth
activism—softened by an uplifting, romantic
subplot
• A timely topic by a Latina author, herself a
Guatamalan-American immigrant
Carolrhoda Lab ®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 264 • Trim: 51/2 x 81/4 • Ages: 11-18
September 7, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
KATHRYN GREEN LITERARY AGENCY

The Secret Life of
Kitty Granger

pictureadult
young
booksfiction

Where I Belong

G. D. Falksen
In 1967 London, sixteen-year-old Kitty
Granger, a working-class girl on the
autism spectrum, is recruited to spy for
the British government. On her very first
mission, she must foil a fascist plot and
save the country.
• A literary and suspenseful page-turner that
gives readers a unique heroine up against
formidable enemies
• A realistic depiction of a high-functioning
neurodivergent girl that avoids treating her
autism as either a drawback or a superpower
• Features an unostentatiously diverse cast
• Combines thoroughly researched period
atmosphere with a fast-paced adventure story
Carolrhoda Lab®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 280 • Trim: 51/2 x 81/4 • Ages: 11-18
March 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: THE UNTER AGENCY

“[A] gripping read that is historically
grounded, drawing a direct line from past
events to current debates over diversity,
immigration, and the eternal peril of fascism.
Nail-biting fascism-fighting featuring an
atypical heroine.”

—Kirkus
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series fiction

Jesse Steam Mysteries

An early chapter book series about
specially trained emotional support
dogs who help the kids who need them
most. Meet these uncommon heroes
with wet noses and big hearts. These
stories are told from the point-of-view
of the helper hound so that young
readers can easily relate to the story.
Each book centers around a different
emotional support dog, and how the
dog helps kids process emotional
experiences and overcome obstacles.
The helper hounds are here to assist
kids dealing with bullying, grief, making
new friends, and facing their fears!

Amateur sleuth Jesse loves riding her
bike with her mischievous cat. Jesse
is never without her messenger bag
and the tools inside that help her solve
everyday mysteries using science, technology, engineering, art, and math.

• For kids who like the Dog Diaries and Magic
Puppy series
• While focused on dogs, this series teaches
the benefits of emotional support animals as
a whole

series fiction

Helper Hounds

• STEAM-based stories with facts and funny
illustrations to support the off-beat humor and
concepts
• Each book includes a makerspace activity using
STEAM-based skills
• Now a 10-book series!
Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 64 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2020 - January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: RED CHAIR PRESS C/O LERNER

• Now an 8-book series
Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 72 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 6-9
January 1, 2020 - August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: RED CHAIR PRESS C/O LERNER
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graphic novels

graphic novels

Artie and the Wolf Moon
Olivia Stephens
Artie Irvin is thrilled to discover she
comes from a line of werewolves. But
as she dives into her family history and
figures out her new abilities, vampires
wait in the shadows . . .
• A supernatural graphic novel about community
and coming-of-age
• A strong, inspiring young protagonist of color
• LGBTQIA+ positive
Graphic Universe ™
Price: HC: $16.99
Pages: 256 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 12-15
September 7, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
LINNAN LITERARY MANAGEMENT

Glorious Wrestling
Alliance

Ultimate Championship Edition

Dead Max Comix

Fur Ball of the Apocalypse: Book 4
Derrick’s goldfish, Finn and Gillian, have
gone missing—but so have Derrick’s two
science teachers. Max and Derrick are on
the case . . . but they could be headed
for a fur ball of a dead end!

800 328 4929 / lernerbooks.com

• GLOW meets Bojack Horseman in a sharp,
thoughtful, and hysterically funny prowrestling comedy

• Derrick deals with usual middle school
struggles, with some unique twists

• Comparisons to the beloved Scott Pilgrim series
by award-winning comics writer Kieron Gillen

• Addresses topics such as bullying, first crushes,
and developing self-confidence, which will
relate to all kids going through the same

• Stylish artwork and endless laughs

• Appeals to fans of Dog Man who have grown
beyond its core audience

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 112 • Trim: 61⁄2 x 83⁄4 • Ages:14-18
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO,
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: LERNER
POLISH LANGUAGE RIGHTS: JOSH HICKS

Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 64 • Trim: 61⁄2 x 9 • Ages: 9-13
November 1, 2020 - August 1, 2021
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: DANA SULLIVAN
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS:
RED CHAIR PRESS C/O LERNER
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Step into the ring at Glorious Wrestling
Alliance, the universe’s least-professional
wrestling company. Collected in colossal
full color for the first time, this hilarious
love letter to pro wrestling covers
identity, anxiety, and leg drops.

• Connection to a large, enduring fan culture

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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graphic novels

Ted Anderson, illus. Gianna Meola
Josie Black can infiltrate any building
and move like a martial artist. But no
one told her that. When she discovers
her mom secretly programmed her to
be a special operative, spy family drama
breaks out.
• Super spy action and adventure

800 328 4929 / lernerbooks.com

The Hunt Is On: Book 1
Nie Jun

In this poetic adventure across medieval
China, roguish bands of “seekers” chase
the plantlike key to immortality. Acclaimed
artist and storyteller Nie Jun presents an
environmental fantasy rich with mystery,
betrayal, and an adorable baby deity.

• Hilarious satire about the demands parents
place on children

• Beautiful watercolor artwork

• Playful two-toned artwork

• Balances wonder, humor, and suspense

• Non-stop mix of humor and twists

• From the author of the critically acclaimed
My Beijing: Four Stories of Everyday Wonder, a
Batchelder Honor Book and a Will Eisner Comic
Industry Award Nominee

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 216 • Trim: 51/4 x 71/2 • Ages: 13-18
April 6, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
BRADFORD LITERARY AGENCY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: GIANNA MEOLA
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Seekers of the Aweto

graphic novels

The Spy Who Raised Me

• Fantastical take on a unique historical setting

Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 136 • Trim: x • Ages: 12-18
March 2, 2021
BRITISH, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
TRANSLATION, DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
GALLIMARD JEUNESSE

“An enchanting, beautifully crafted
adventure for children and adults alike.”
—Booklist

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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graphic novels

Manuela Santoni
Charlotte, Emily, and Anne Brontë—
faced with an ailing father, a selfdestructive brother, and the nineteenth
century’s oppressive double standards—
pursue independence through art in
this graphic vision of the lives of three
legendary writers.

Amazing Inventions

• The story of three artists with enduring
legacies, still read in homes and
classrooms worldwide

Discover true stories of invention behind
coveted pop-culture objects—from
sneakers to smartphones. With highinterest graphic novel art, these books
profile the products’ creators and
innovators, as well as the scientific or
technical developments that made the
inventions possible. The books also cover
social history, revealing how people’s
needs in a particular period led to
creative solutions.

• From the author/illustrator of Jane Austen:
Her Heart Did Whistper

• High-interest stories showing how inventions
—and societal trends—evolve over time

• Sweeping, elegant black-and-white
graphic artwork

• Informative back matter supports more
exploration of the topics

graphic novels

Brontë

• A powerful display of the bond of sisterhood

“A beautifully illustrated reimagining of
the Brontë sisters’ lives.”

—Kirkus

20
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Graphic Universe™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 184 • Trim: 7 x 10 • Ages: 13-18
May 4, 2021
BRITISH, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
TRANSLATION, DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
INK WELL MANAGEMENT

Graphic Universe ™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 63⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 8-12
August 3, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Animals That Swoop, Crawl, and
Creep while You Sleep
Rebecca E. Hirsch, illus. Sonia Possentini
As the sun sets, night creatures wake.
They race and chase, dart and leap.
A parent and child camp out in their
rural backyard, observing the nocturnal
animals in this evocative and informative
picture book.
• A gorgeously illustrated peek at what animals
do while we sleep
• Beautiful, atmospheric illustrations by Sonia
Possentini
• Lyrical text with great read-aloud potential
• Informative back matter delves deeper
into the lives of crepuscular, nocturnal, and
diurnal animals
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 5-10
September 7, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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How to Make a Book
(about My Dog)

nonfiction

Night Creatures

Chris Barton, illus. Sarah Horne
There’s more to a book than just the
author and illustrator. Follow the
creation of a book (about Ernie the
dog) from manuscript to bookshelf in
this humorously self-aware nonfiction
picture book.
• A fun and fresh look at how books are made
• Combines humor and accurate information
about the book-making process
Millbrook Press ™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 40 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 6-10
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
ERIN MURPHY LITERARY AGENCY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: UNITED AGENTS UK

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Tools Birds Use
Sara Levine, illus. Kate Slater
What kind of bird has a beak like a
jackhammer? A woodpecker! What
kind has a beak like a straw? A
hummingbird! This playful picture book
keeps readers guessing as they discover
how birds’ beaks resemble—and can be
used like—tools.
• Playful guessing game format keeps readers
engaged
• Gorgeous mixed-media collage art from Kate
Slater
• Back matter includes information about why
bird beaks come in so many different shapes
and sizes and touches on how evolution works
• From the author of Tooth by Tooth, Bone by
Bone, Flower Talk, and more
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 5-9
September 7, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
ERIN MURPHY LITERARY AGENCY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: LERNER
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Beyond

nonfiction

A Peek at Beaks

Discoveries from the Outer
Reaches of Space
Miranda Paul, illus. Sija Hong
Venture far beyond our solar system
and discover the marvels of interstellar
space. A wonder-filled poem and
spectacular illustrations explore
everything from dwarf planets and
black holes to dark matter and brandnew stars.
• Luminous, eye-catching illustrations from Sija
Hong in her US debut
• A poetic exploration of our solar system and
all the wonders that lie beyond
• From Miranda Paul, author of the wildly
successful One Plastic Bag: Isatou Ceesay and
the Recycling Women of the Gambia
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 5-9
April 6, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT: MIRANDA PAUL

“Hong’s digital artwork has an
ethereal quality and flows from page
to page . . . a beautiful introduction to
primary units on space.”

—Booklist

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Classified

On a tiny Thai island without room for a
soccer field, a group of resourceful teen
boys gathers scraps and works together
to build a floating field so they can play
the game they love.

Mary Golda Ross designed classified
projects for Lockheed Air Corporation
as the company’s first female engineer.
Find out how her passion for math and
the Cherokee values she was raised with
shaped her life and work.

How a Group of Thai Boys Built
Their Own Soccer Field
Scott Riley
illus. Nguyen Quang; Kim Lien

• An inspiring true story about a group of kids
beating seemingly impossible odds for the
game they love
• One of the people who built the original field,
Prasit Hemmin, was interviewed for the book
• Beautifully illustrated

“A compelling book for football
[soccer] fans and readers seeking
examples of ingenuity.”
—starred, Publishers Weekly
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Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 40 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 7-11
March 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
MARTIN LITERARY MANAGEMNT

nonfiction

The Floating Field

The Secret Career of Mary Golda
Ross, Cherokee Aerospace
Engineer
Traci Sorell, illus. Natasha Donovan

• Tells the true story of a “hidden figure”
• #OwnVoices
• Author Traci Sorell has won multiple awards for
her picture books We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga
and At the Mountain’s Base
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 7-11
March 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
WERNICK & PRATT AGENCY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: LERNER

“A stellar addition to the genre that
will launch careers and inspire for
generations, it deserves space alongside
stories of other world leaders and
innovators....a biography that lands
beyond the stars.”

—starred, Kirkus

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Roberta Gibson, illus. Anne Lambelet
Let’s build an insect! Enter a wondrous
workshop filled with everything you’ll
need, including a head, a thorax, an
abdomen, wings, and much more.
• A delightfully original take on insect anatomy!
• Book includes a large, labeled diagram of insect
body parts and a hands-on activity for building
your own insect
• Author is an entomologist with a master’s
degree from Cornell University and a children’s
book blogger

“Gibson and Lambelet provide a
fun, instructional easy reader text and
a science project for children. . . .
A must-buy for elementary school
and public libraries.”
—starred, School Library Journal

28
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Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91/4 x 11 • Ages: 5-9
April 6, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

10 at 10

nonfiction

How to Build an Insect

The Surprising Childhoods of Ten
Remarkable People
Carlyn Beccia
At age ten, Audrey Hepburn evaded the
Nazis. What was Roberto Clemente doing
at that age? Or Albert Einstein? Discover
the fascinating childhoods behind ten of
history’s most famous figures.
• Fun, browseable format appeals to even the
most reluctant readers
• Illustrated timelines add context and interest
• A diverse range of people profiled, including
Audrey Hepburn, Albert Einstein, Bruce Lee,
and Andre the Giant, among others
Carolrhoda Books ®
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: TBD • Trim: 8 x 10 • Ages: 8-12
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
TRANSLATION, DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
RED FOX LITERARY LLC

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Robo-Motion

Change can be colorful—like leaves
in fall. Change can be slow—like a
river carving a canyon. Explore the
transformative power of nature’s
processes all around us.

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a . . . robohummingbird? Meet robots inspired by
animals that race through water like fish,
run like cheetahs, jump like a kangaroo,
swarm through the sky like honeybees,
and more!

Changes in Nature
Cynthia Argentine

• High-impact nature photos
• Expository text leaves room for curious readers
to explore and ask questions
• Extensive back matter includes further
information about the science of the changes
featured in the book, bringing in concepts
from biology, geology, chemistry, and physics
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93/4 x 93/4 • Ages: 4-9
October 5, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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nonfiction

Night Becomes Day

Robots That Move Like Animals
Linda Zajac

• Cool photos of cutting-edge robot technology
• Familiar animals will engage young readers as
they discover new tech
• High-interest STEM content highlighting both
animal behavior and technology
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93/4 x 93/4 • Ages: 4-9
September 7, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Laura Gehl
Scientists work hard in the lab and in the
field to make important discoveries. But
that’s not all—they also love to dance,
fly drones, eat French fries, and more!
Meet fourteen phenomenal and diverse
scientists.
• Features a wonderfully diverse group of
scientists with respect to race, ethnicity,
religious practice, physical abilities, age, and
sexuality
• Spotlights high-interest STEM careers that are
aspirational for young readers
• Covers each scientist’s field of study as well as
their hobby
Millbrook Press™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91/2 x 93/4 • Ages: 4-9
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
HEN & INK LITERARY STUDIO
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Odd Bods

nonfiction

Who Is a Scientist?

The World’s Unusual Animals
Julie Murphy
Long snouts, bright-red lips, pointy
heads . . . the animal kingdom is full of
critters with unique features. Learn about
the incredible adaptations that help
these creatures—and their odd bods—
survive and thrive all around the globe!
• A close-up look at weird and wonderful
animals from around the world
• Celebrates the unusual features that make
these animals so distinctive
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $19.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 4-9
March 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

“High-interest content and visuals will
appeal to reluctant readers and animal
lovers alike.”

—Booklist

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Sara Levine
Have you ever seen a germ up close?
Really, really close? Micrographs and
illustrations combine with accessible text
to introduce readers to bacteria, protozoa,
fungi, and viruses—including SARSCoV-2—that can make people sick.
• Timely theme that addresses the COVID-19
pandemic while also having broad relevance
• Visually striking: who knew the germs that
make us sick look so amazing?!

“[E]ven the smallest physical
details of bugs from E. coli to
coronavirus stand out in sharp,
precise definition. . . . High-interest
topic and eye-catching visuals.”
—Kirkus
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• Awesome photos present a look at germs like
you’ve never seen them before
Millbrook Press™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 5-10
April 6, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
ERIN MURPHY LITERARY AGENCY

Animals to the Rescue!

nonfiction

Germs Up Close

Amazing True Stories from around
the World
Sandra Markle
Did you know that rats can be heroes?
So can a humpback whale! Discover
incredible true stories about animals that
have rescued humans and other animals
in a book sure to appeal to animal lovers
everywhere.
• Perfect for kids who love animals stories
• Features stories from a number of different
countries around the world
• The heroic animals include a humpback whale,
a lamb, African giant pouched rats, and a
guide dog
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 56 • Trim: 93⁄4 x 93⁄4 • Ages: 8-14
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: EDEN STREET LLC

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Protecting Sloths in the Wild
Suzi Eszterhas
Scientists know surprisingly little about
sloths, but Becky Cliffe is working to
change that. Visit the steamy jungles of
Central and South America to see these
adorable animals up close—and find out
ways to protect them.
• An engaging introduction to the surprisingly
interesting lives of these adorable animals
• Fantastic photos of these adorable animals
• Emphasizes the importance of conservation
and gives tips for how readers can help sloths
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $30.65
Pages: TBD • Trim: 105/8 x 87/8 • Ages: 8-12
Postponed to Spring 2022
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: CREATIVE AUTHORS LTD
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Tracking Tortoises

nonfiction

The Sloth Diaries

The Mission to Save a Galápagos
Giant
Kate Messner
Take a journey to the Galápagos Islands
to see Galápagos giant tortoises up
close and discover how cutting-edge
technology is helping scientists study
and protect these gentle giants. Page
Plus links in the book lead to videos of
scientists in the field.
• A compelling look at the lives of Galápagos
tortoises

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SPANISH!

• Lots of appeal for animal lovers
• The book explores extinction, migration,
evolution, and climate change
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $34.65
Pages: 64 • Trim: 105/8 x 87/8 • Ages: 9-14
September 7, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
ANDREA BROWN LITERARY AGENCY

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Why We All Need a Healthy Ocean
Patricia Newman
Travel beneath the waves and visit three
distinct ocean zones to examine climate
change, pollution, and sustainability, and
find out what you can do to protect the
sea. Page Plus QR codes link to videos of
the featured sites.
• A compelling look at why the health of the
ocean matters to everyone on the planet

“[A] clear narrative that combines
science, images, and the voices of
young divers and Indigenous peoples
to get across their point. . . . Worth
exploring in depth.”

—Kirkus
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• Highlights people working to help improve
the health of the ocean and gives specific
suggestions for what readers can do as well
Millbrook Press™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 64 • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 9-14
March 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
EAST WEST LITERARY AGENCY

Hack Your Kitchen

nonfiction

Planet Ocean

Discover a World of Food Fun with
Science Buddies®
Percy Leed
Young scientists will learn all about
many different scientific principles and
properties using everyday tools and
ingredients from their own kitchens!
Make a lemon volcano, flour craters,
edible paper, and more with these handson science projects.
• STEM projects encourage readers to explore
science in their everyday lives
• Kitchen projects to encourage kids to explore
the science in their own homes
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 73/4 x 10 • Ages: 7-11
February 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

“Something old, something new, some
with batter, some are blue, and lots of
projects here to do!”

—Kirkus

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Finding Refuge

Being a powerhouse is a choice, a lifestyle,
a code of ethics. It takes work, a thick
skin, and perseverance. Learn the basics
of being a Difficult Bitch, from school to
friends to body to life.

English teacher Victorya Rouse has assembled a collection of true stories told by
teens who know firsthand what it means
to leave a beloved but unsafe homeland
for a distant place where everyone speaks
another language.

• Empowers teens to love and stand up for
themselves and those around them

• An essential anthology for anyone interested in
the world’s immigration debates

• Filled with funny but important poignant
messages

• Connects YA readers to recent world history and
current events through the voices of their peers;
All essays written by teens aged 14+

Claim Your Power, Ditch the
Haters, and Feel Good Doing It
Halley Bondy; Mary C. Fernandez;
Sharon Lynn Pruitt-Young; Zara Hanawalt

• Contributions from a diverse group of writers
explore the realities of reclaiming the term
“difficult bitch” for people of different ethnic
backgrounds, abilities, and gender identities
Zest Books ™
Price: HC: $16.99
Pages: TBD • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 14-18
October 5, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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nonfiction

How to Be a Difficult Bitch

Real-Life Immigration Stories from
Young People
Victorya Rouse

• Includes maps and background information on
writers’ home countries and regions
Zest Books™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: TBD • Trim: x • Ages: 11-18
September 7, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

How the Climate Crisis Is
Changing Our World
Jeff Fleischer
Drawing on real-life situations and stories,
journalist Jeff Fleischer takes an informed,
approachable look at how our world will
change as a result of the climate crisis,
addressing sea levels, extreme weather,
drought, extinction, and migration.
• A fascinating exploration of the potential
effects of climate change for a YA audience
• Debunks common myths, as well as focusing
on the human impact of climate change
• Covers a wider range of the subject of climate
change than other YA books
Zest Books ™
Price: PB: $16.99
Pages: TBD • Trim: 105⁄8 x 87⁄8 • Ages: 11-18
November 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

No Way, They Were Gay?

nonfiction

A Hot Mess

Hidden Lives and Secret Loves
Lee Wind

History has often ignored men who
loved men, women who loved women,
and people who lived outside gender
boundaries. Lee Wind examines primary
source letters, poems, and more to rethink
the lives and loves of historical figures.
• Offers a mirror for LGBTQIA+ teens to know
they have a place in history, a place at the table
today, and a limitless future!
• Offers a window of respect and empathy for
cisgender, hetero, white, majority youth to
appreciate that history is also the stories of others
• Imagery of featured historical figures so young
readers can see with their own eyes that these
people were real
Zest Books™
Price: PB: $18.99
Pages: 296 • Trim: 51⁄2 x 81⁄4 • Ages: 11-18
April 6, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
GALLT & ZACKER LITERARY AGENCY

“Such an important book, both
enlightening and entertaining. Highly
recommended for readers age 10-110!”
—Linda Sue Park,
Newbery Medalist
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nonfiction

Everything You Need to Know about
Consent, Boundaries, and More
Halley Bondy
Author Halley Bondy explores the
nuances of emotions, comfort, and
discomfort in sexually charged and
emotionally abusive situations. Tween
readers will learn about consent,
harassment, abuse, and healthy
boundaries in all types of relationships.
• Explores topics that parents may struggle to
discuss with their kids
• Addresses consent and autonomy in all kinds
of relationships, including friends, relatives,
teacher-student, romantic, and more

“A recommended resource to jumpstart difficult conversations.”

Compiled by an LGBTQ advocate, an
adolescent HIV specialist, and a fine-art
photographer, When Dogs Heal illustrates
a refreshing, beautiful and totally unique
portrait of people living with HIV and the
dogs who saved them.
• Dr. Robert Garofalo is one of the most wellknown HIV youth specialists in the world and
is a national authority on LGBTQ+ health issues
• Award-winning dog photographer Jesse
Freidin has exhibited work in galleries across
the United States

• Inclusive of a middle grade audience of all
genders and sexualities

• Offers a message of joy and survival
accompanied by touching photographs

• Includes detailed resources and guidance on
how to fight abuse as well as how to be an ally
to a friend dealing with abuse
Zest Books™
Price: PB: $14.99
Pages: 200 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 11-18
February 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

800 328 4929 / lernerbooks.com

Powerful Stories of People Living
with HIV and the Dogs That
Saved Them
Jesse Freidin; Robert Garofalo;
Zach Stafford; Christina Garofalo

• Will arm readers with the tools they need to
stay safe and healthy with everyone they know

—School Library Journal
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When Dogs Heal

nonfiction

#MeToo and You

Zest Books™
Price: PB: $19.99
Pages: 152 • Trim: 8 x 10 • Ages: 13-18
March 2, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: OLSWANGER LITERARY

“A unique collection that is
unflinchingly honest and infused
with hope. These valuable lessons of
empathy, self-care, and acceptance
will inspire all readers . . .”
—starred, School Library Journal

Booklist

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

SARS, MERS, and the COVID-19
Pandemic
Connie Goldsmith
While many scientists believed influenza
would cause the next pandemic, no
one was prepared for the new strain
of coronavirus that appeared in 2019.
Understanding Coronaviruses examines
SARS-CoV-2, its origin, its impact on daily
life, and how COVID-19 compares to other
coronavirus diseases.
• Compares COVID-19 to past coronaviruses,
epidemics, and pandemics
• Describes origin of SARS-CoV-2 in China and its
transmission across the globe
• Discusses how the health care system is
combatting the virus including tests, treatment,
and prevention
• Illuminates the impact of COVID-19 on daily
life for students, patients, health care workers,
families impacted by COVID-related deaths, and
the workforce

The Call of Antarctica

nonfiction

Understanding
Coronaviruses

Exploring and Protecting Earth’s
Coldest Continent
Leilani Raashida Henry
Author Leilani Raashida Henry, daughter
of the first person of African descent to
go to Antarctica, recounts her father’s
expedition and reveals the incredible
geography, biodiversity, and history of
the continent.
• Contains rich primary source materials
including photos and diaries that bring a
unique voice to a story of global importance
• Inspires readers to take action on climate
change
• Author is a strong, authentic voice for women
and girls of color in STEAM fields
Twenty-First Century Books ™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: TBD • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 11-18
October 5, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: BEING & LIVING
ENTERPRISES, LTD.

Twenty-First Century Books ™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 144 • Trim: x • Ages: 13-18
September 7, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: BRADFORD LITERARY AGENCY
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nonfiction

Quiet Fire

In the borderlands between the US and
Mexico, the American jaguar is fighting
to regain its kingdom. Its biggest threat:
habitat fragmentation created by roads,
farms, mines—and the border wall.
Learn how scientists want to protect this
keystone species.

Emily Dickinson is revered as one of
America’s greatest and most original
poets. Using primary source materials
including the poet’s own letters and
poems, Quiet Fire presents the life and art
of Emily Dickinson to a new generation.

Big Cats, Biogeography, and Human
Borders
David C. Louis

• Objective, relevant, and timely look at
controversial conservation issues in the
borderlands of the southwestern United States
• Deeply researched content by a wildlife biologist
• Features quotes from experts in the field of
conservation biology
Twenty-First Century Books ™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 128 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
September 7, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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nonfiction

American Jaguar

Emily Dickinson’s Life and Poetry
Carol Dommermuth-Costa;
Anna Landsverk

• Young poets and historians alike will delight in
this new account of the life of Emily Dickinson
• Uses new research and analysis to present a
well-rounded perspective on a major literary
figure and feminist voice in American history
• Builds on the successful Apple TV+ show
Dickinson, based on the life of Emily Dickinson
Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: TBD • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 11-18
November 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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nonfiction

Cyberspies

As hurricanes, droughts, floods, and
wildfires are increasing in regularity and
intensity, climate change is no longer
simply a problem for future generations.
Hothouse Earth examines how science,
politics, and social justice must all be
part of the equation to counteract
climate change.

Michael Miller
As the digital world grows, teens must
be aware of threats to their online
privacy and security. This book details
forms of cyberspying, explores careers
in cyberintelligence, and looks at various
online threats.

Climate Change and the
Importance of Carbon Neutrality
Stephanie Sammartino McPherson

• Goes beyond carbon emissions to investigate
climate “tipping points” that contribute to
global warming
• Holistic approach incorporates science,
politics, and social justice in the discussion
about climate change
• Action items help teens lessen their
carbon footprint

“This attractive offering considers climate
change through scientific, political, and
personal responsibility lenses. . . . fresh and
up-to-date, creating a vibe of immediacy
and emphasizing the need for action.”

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 138 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 13-18
March 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

nonfiction

Hothouse Earth

Inside the World of Hacking,
Online Privacy, and
Cyberterrorism

• Contains detailed material on facets of and
issues surrounding digital life for teens raised
in an online world
• Discusses both legal and illegal forms of online
spying, what’s private and what’s not
• Looks at privacy and security of personal
information and what to do if they are
compromised online
Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 120 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 11-18
February 2, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

—Booklist
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nonfiction

Sleeplessness in American Teens
Connie Goldsmith
Teens are one of the population’s most
affected by poor sleep. Investigate
how lack of sleep impacts stress levels,
academic performance, and physical
and mental health. Learn why sleep is
vital and discover how to get better
sleep every night.
• Covers insomnia, sleepwalking, nightmares,
night terrors, and sleep paralysis
• Provides self-assessment quizzes and surveys
to challenge readers to think critically about
their own sleeping habits

“This worthwhile book offers both a
wake-up call and a practical guide for
teens who need sleep.”
—Booklist
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Natural Satellites

nonfiction

Running on Empty

The Book of Moons

Ron Miller
The moons of our solar system feature
extreme and potentially life-hosting
environments. Delve into the science
behind the fascinating properties of
various moons and learn why astronomers
search for life on moons.
• Includes full-color, accurately detailed
illustrations created by the author, a scientific
illustrator with previous experience working
with NASA
• Features the most up-to-date science on solar
system moons and exomoons

• Includes information from sleep experts,
teenagers, and people affected by sleep disorders

• A high-interest hook, discussing moons as
having the potential to support life

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 112 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 11-18
April 6, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
BRADFORD LITERARY AGENCY

Twenty-First Century Books™
Price: HC: $37.32
Pages: 104 • Trim: 6 x 9 • Ages: 11-18
April 6, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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series nonfiction

series nonfiction

All Kinds of People
(Early Bird Stories™)

Health Smarts
(Early Bird Stories™)

Money Smarts
(Early Bird Stories™)

In these delightful, illustrated stories,
diverse young narrators explore different
cultures by comparing and contrasting
their own lives to their friends’ and
neighbors’ lives.

What are your healthy habits? From
personal hygiene to stress management,
young readers will learn about a variety
of ways to stay healthy with the help of
diverse characters.

How do you handle your money? These
entertaining, illustrated stories follow
diverse characters as they learn about
borrowing, earning, and saving money.

• Features a charming and diverse cast of
characters

• Features kid-friendly text and illustrations to
make learning fun!

• Critical-thinking and comprehension
questions get readers talking about the stories

• Critical-thinking questions encourage further
reading of the materials.

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 83⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 5-8
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 83⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 5-8
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

• These simple, engaging stories present basic
financial literacy concepts
• Critical-thinking questions encourage further
reading of the materials
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 83⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 4-9
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

My Life in 2055
Explore the possibilities for what life will
look like in the future in this informational
fiction series. From cars that drive
themselves to holographic projections,
readers will discover how technology and
innovations will change school, cities,
houses, and more.
• A slice of life view of the future, narrated by
a child of tomorrow, but grounded in today’s
science and technology
• Science and technology showcased in an
informational fiction format
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 73⁄4 x 10 • Ages: 7-11
January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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series nonfiction

Deadly Diseases
(UpDog Books™)
Dive deep into the world’s deadliest
plagues and diseases. This high-low
series introduces readers to the science,
the history, and the treatments of
illnesses including COVID-19, Ebola,
bubonic plague, and more.
• A science-focused series that answers all of
readers’ questions on diseases
• High-interest content keeps reluctant readers
engaged and turning the pages
• An interactive feature, Doctor You!, gives readers
the opportunity to step into the role of doctor
by figuring out which patient has that disease
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 63⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 8-11
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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Searchlight Books™ —
Understanding the
Coronavirus

Searchlight Books™ —
Spy Secrets

Cryptology
(Alternator Books®)

Learn about the discovery of the novel
coronavirus and track the COVID19 pandemic as it spreads globally,
scientists develop a vaccine, heroes
rise up, and the world reacts. This series
makes a difficult topic approachable
while answering crucial questions.

Readers are in for a thrill as they uncover
true fascinating stories of spies, the
people they worked for, the methods
they used to complete their missions.

• A high-interest series with a science and
social studies look at the coronavirus and the
COVID-19 pandemic

• Includes fun and diverse photos of spies and
spy gear

Enter the exciting world of cryptology, the
science of secret communications. Discover
how cryptologists encode and decode
messages and work to keep information
secure. Learn about codes and cyphers, as
well as historical and current methods of
concealing text. And explore the realm of
digital currency and blockchain technology
that is quickly becoming a key part of the
future of finance.

• Key Figure sidebars highlight people who
helped others during the pandemic

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 8-11
Janaury 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

• STEM Spotlight sidebars allow readers to see
how science is a part of everyday life
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 63⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 8-11
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

• High-interest topic
• Introduces fascinating historical details about
real spies

• STEAM Spotlights connect codes to curriculum
concepts
• A hands-on activity at the back of each book
encourages readers to try creating their own codes
Lerner Publications™
Price: HC: $29.32
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 8-12
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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series nonfiction

series nonfiction

Issues in Action
(Read Woke™ Books)
Examine hard topics facing our society—
from gun violence to immigration. Learn
how problems developed and hear from
underrepresented persons involved in these
struggles. Reflection questions help readers
challenge their perspectives, while an
activism toolkit and a Read Woke reading
list empower readers to make a difference.
• Informs readers about hard topics, helps them
start conversations, and encourages them to
take action
• Read Woke™ Books are created in partnership
with Cicely Lewis, the Read Woke librarian
• Read Woke Books seek to challenge social
norms, give voice to the voiceless, provide
information about groups that have been
disenfranchised, disrupt the status quo, and
share perspectives from underrepresented or
oppressed groups

Magical Creatures
Creepy Crawlers in Action:
Augmented Reality
Learn fascinating details about insect and
arachnid life cycles! Augmented reality
experiences accessible via a tablet or
smartphone show readers creepy-crawly
critters like they’ve never seen them before.
• Incredible augmented reality experiences bring
insects and arachnids to life
• Pouncing insects and blood-sucking arachnids
have the creepy factor kids enjoy
• Award-winning science author Sandra Markle’s
authoritative and fun text draws readers in as
they learn important science facts

Many legends and stories feature magical
creatures. Wouldn’t it be exciting if they
could come to life? This imaginative,
illustrated series for young readers
describes those creatures as if they were
real! With fun details, vocabulary, and a quiz,
readers will learn and test their knowledge
about legendary creatures.

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 63⁄4 x 9 • Ages: 9-14
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

• Readers will learn about the myths and legends
surrounding each creature
• Each book features a quiz so readers wcan test
their knowledge about legendary creatures.
Full Tilt Press
Price: HC: $26.65
Pages: 24 • Trim: 8 x 8 • Ages: 5-8
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: FULL TILT PRESS C/O LERNER

Lerner Publications™
Price: HC: $29.32
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 8-12
January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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series nonfiction

series nonfiction

Epic Sports Bios
(Lerner™ Sports)

60

Sports’ Greatest of All
Time (Lerner™ Sports)

Greatest of All Time
Teams (Lerner™ Sports)

Discover the greatest athletes across the
world’s most popular sports in a fun, topten format! Packed with color photos,
exciting stats, and thrilling action, each
book is sure to appeal to sports fans.

The greatest teams of all time dominated
their sports and won championships. Read
all about legendary teams in a fun, topten format packed with thrilling action,
interesting stats, and incredible moments.

Some athletes’ careers are so impressive
that they become near-mythical figures!
Learn about the lives of sports heroes and
legends from the past and present. These
biographies of the biggest superstars in
sports history cover each athlete’s rise to
the top, their greatest games and successes,
and other moments that cemented their
status as sports legends.

• Fans will adore learning about sports stars
through stats and thrilling facts

• Familiar teams featuring the games’ greatest
superstars in a top-ten format

• Engaging biographies about the most popular
and legendary athletes

• Action-packed text and photos

• Action-packed text and photos

• Features familiar and less familiar sports superstars

• Perfect for sports fans

• Packed full of stats, amazing moments, and
thrilling photographs

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 63/4 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 63/4 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 63/4 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

800 328 4929 / lernerbooks.com

Sports All-Stars
(Lerner™ Sports)
Meet some of the world’s most famous
athletes, celebrate their biggest games and
defining moments, and discover what they
like to do for fun. See how these superstars
worked hard to achieve their dreams and
now inspire others.
• Engaging biographies with unique information
about each athlete’s training routines
• Perfect for sports fans
• Action-packed text and photos
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $9.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 63/4 x 9 • Ages: 7-11
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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series nonfiction

series nonfiction

Teen Strong
Gateway Biographies
Discover the human side of newsworthy,
historical, and pop culture figures. Each
biography is peppered with quotations
and childhood stories, accounts of
successes and failures, and descriptions of
inspirational experiences that influenced
the person’s achievements.
• Highly readable biographies about
contemporary public figures and important
historical figures
• Includes quotes and stories that provide
an inside look at each subject’s life
Lerner Publications™
Price: HC: $31.99
Pages: 48 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 9-14
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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Boss Lady Bios
(Alternator Books®)
Featuring figures from a variety of
backgrounds, these books celebrate
women who dominate their
respective fields.
• Highlights of-the-moment figures young
readers can look up to
• Figures are leaders in a variety of fields, from
science and politics to sports and activism
• Vibrant, readable text combines with photos
that pop
Lerner Publications™
Price: HC: $29.32
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 8-12
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

This high-interest low-level series
explores teens taking the world by
storm. Each book tells the life story of
one teenager, explaining their field
and detailing the challenges they have
overcome to become Teen Strong.
• Focus on teenagers who are highly influential
today and frequently in news headlines
• Teens featured represent various fields of
work and are diverse, which will relate to all
types of kids
Full Tilt Press
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 10-14
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: FULL TILT PRESS C/O LERNER

Families of Fame &
Fortune
This high-interest, low reading level series
explores the lives of successful families in
entertainment, music, and sports. Each title
features real-life stories of families who have
worked together to overcome obstacles and
reach for the stars. , as well as consider the
importance of giving back.
• These stories will inspire readers to explore their
own dreams
• Readers will learn that superstars are real people,
too, who face challenges to achieve success
Full Tilt Press
Price: HC: $27.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 7 x 9 • Ages: 10-14
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: FULL TILT PRESS C/O LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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Lightning Bolt Books® —
Imitating Nature
Inventors and engineers have long taken
inspiration from the natural world to
develop new technologies and innovate
solutions. Discover how biomimicry
shapes the world around you from
vehicles and medical technology to
buildings and machines.
• A fresh spin on animals and STEM topics
• Vibrant, engaging photos with clear
informational text
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 71/2 x 101/4 • Ages: 6-9
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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Lightning Bolt Books® —
Planet Explorer
Introduce readers to our solar system’s
eight planets. From Jupiter’s moons to
Neptune’s winds, the books reveal key
planetary information and the technology
scientists use to study them. Page Plus QR
codes lead to downloadable 3D printer
models from NASA.
• Features updated scientific findings and facts
about each of the eight planets
• Discusses recent technologies used to study
the planets, including space probes, satellites,
and planned missions
• Page Plus QR code links to a downloadable 3D
model of the planet from NASA
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 71/2 x 101/4 • Ages: 6-9
January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

Step by Step
What happens first? What comes next?
Introduce readers to simple sequences
and processes by exploring animal life
cycles, how plants grow, or how foods
or products are made. Readers will be
fascinated by these step-by-step accounts.
• Simple, low-level text describes each step in a
process or life cycle
• Sentences use common sequence adverbs,
such as first, next, then, and finally
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $7.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 73/4 x 8 • Ages: 4-8
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

Food Field Trips
Encourage kids to play with their food—
and learn food literacy concepts—
through fun experiments and recipes.
Each book introduces where a food
comes from, its nutritional value, and how
it is prepared. Page Plus QR codes link to
more information online.
• Promotes an understanding of healthy diets,
nutrition, and meal planning
• Builds readers’ knowledge about what they eat
and encourages them to try new foods
• Page Plus QR codes link to a digital landing page
showing detailed steps, photos, and videos
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 83/4 x 9 • Ages: 4-8
January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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PAIRED FICTION/NONFICTION

What a Job
(LOOK! Books™)
My First Time
(LOOK! Books™)
For young children, the world is full of
new experiences. This series takes a trueto-life approach to first-time experiences
in a way that is sure to help readers feel
empowered. These books allow readers
to learn about common events--through
the use of clear, easy-to-follow text and
helpful, comforting photos.
• Helps teach responsible decision-making, a key
component of social-emotional learning
• Features less frequently covered topics, such as
getting a first pair of glasses

Some people work at jobs in an office
and some have jobs in a factory. A job
can even require unusual skills or talents.
These jobs will make you say, “Wow!
What a Job!”
• Profiles a variety of jobs across different fields,
including unusual jobs kids may not know
about
• Perfect for yexploring subjects beyond the
surface
• Showcases a world full of endless job
possibilities
Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 8 x 8 • Ages: 5-8
Janaury 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: RED CHAIR PRESS C/O LERNER

Red Chair Press
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 8 x 8 • Ages: 5-8
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: RED CHAIR PRESS C/O LERNER
© PAWS. All RIGHTS: Reserved.
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Helpful Habits
(Pull Ahead Readers
People Smarts — Fiction)

Helpful Habits
(Pull Ahead Readers People
Smarts — Nonfiction)

Follow along as Jordan plans ahead, Paco
sets a goal, Lola and Lupe work together,
and more as the children in each book
model good habits and social-emotional
skills. These fiction stories pair with
nonfiction counterparts to build literacy
skills for emergent readers.

Introduce beginning readers to helpful socialemotional learning skills, such as setting
goals, planning ahead, being mindful, and
more. Easily decodable texts and supportive
sentence structures allow students to boost
their nonfiction reading skills. Pair these
books with their fiction partners to explore
these positive behaviors further.

• Series covers in-demand social-emotional
learning (SEL) topics in an accessible way
• Combine these with our nonfiction set for a
paried fiction/nonfiction reading experience
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 53/4 x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

• Series covers in-demand social-emotional learning
(SEL) topics in an accessible way
• Combine these with our fiction set for a paried
nonfiction/fiction reading experience
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 53/4 x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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Character Builders
(Pull Ahead Readers
People Smarts — Fiction)
Simple stories illustrate how to live
out four key character traits, including
being positive, caring for others, being
honest, and taking responsibility.
Emergent readers will build literacy and
social-emotional learning skills with
high-frequency sight words and simple
vocabulary. Match these titles with
nonfiction partners for paired reading.
• Simple stories illustrate how to live out four key
character traits; match these titles with their
nonfiction partners for paired reading
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 53/4 x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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Character Builders
(Pull Ahead Readers
People Smarts —
Nonfiction)
Explore the building blocks of character
with beginning readers. These
straightforward, nonfiction books give
readers actionable ideas for living out
positive traits, including caring, honesty,
positivity, and responsibility. Predictable
text structures support emergent readers.
Pair these books with their fiction
counterparts to build literacy and socialemotional learning skills.
• Provides readers with ideas for demonstrating
positive character traits; these nonfiction titles
pair with fiction readers to build literacy skills
Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 53/4 x 8 • Ages: 4-7
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

PAIRED FICTION/NONFICTION

My Community
(Pull Ahead Readers —
Fiction)

My Community
(Pull Ahead Readers —
Nonfiction)

Explore a farm, go grocery shopping in
the suburbs, ride the bus in the city, and
look at photos from yesteryear in this
series that explores communities. Each
story features full-color illustrations and
engaging, instructionally leveled text.

Explore the sights in three
communities—a city, a suburb, and a
farm—and note how a neighborhood
changed over time. These leveled
nonfiction titles help emergent readers
build literacy skills.

• Strong image-text matches help readers
predict unfamiliar words

• Strong image-text matches help readers
predict unfamiliar words

• Combine these with our nonfiction set for a
paired fiction/nonfiction reading experience

• Combine these with our fiction set for a paired
fiction/nonfiction reading experience

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $6.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 53/4 x 8 • Ages: 4-7
January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

Lerner Publications™
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 16 • Trim: 53/4 x 8 • Ages: 4-7
January 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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jewish interest

Jane Breskin Zalben
illus. Yevgenia Nayberg
When Bimi’s family immigrates
to America and moves into Evie’s
neighborhood, not everybody is
welcoming. But with the help of
kind neighbors and a teddy bear, a
friendship is born.
• A timely topic celebrating the joys of a diverse
neighborhood
• Exemplifies the Jewish value of welcoming the
stranger
• Bear craft included
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $18.99
Pages: 40 • Trim: 93/4 x 93/4 • Ages: 4-8
September 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT: CURTIS BROWN. LTD.
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART:
OLSWANGER LITERARY LLC
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Klezmer!

jewish interest

A Bear for Bimi

Kyra Teis
A child makes a music-filled visit to her
grandparents’ apartment on the Lower
East Side. Along the way, she dances to
klezmer music, connecting its Old Country
beginnings to its new rockin’ vibe.
• Introduces the newly popular jazzy fun klezmer
music to a new generation of kids
• Appeals to teachers and parents, as well as
klezmer fans within the thriving and global
Klez-Fest scene
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91/4 x 11 • Ages: 4-8
November 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
TRANSATLANTIC LITERARY AGENCY

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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Joachim Prinz, Martin Luther King
Jr., and Their Fight against Silence
Audrey Ades, illus. Chiara Fedele
This is the story of two men, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., and Rabbi Joachim Prinz,
an immigrant from Nazi Germany, with a
shared belief that remaining silent in the
face of injustice was wrong.
• A picture book biography featuring MLK and
Rabbi Joachim Prinz
• A timely tale of Black and white Americans
working together for a cause.
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 4-10
November 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT:
SANDRA DIJKSTRA LITERARY AGENCY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: LERNER
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The Singer and the Scientist

jewish interest

The Rabbi and the
Reverend

Lisa Rose, illus. Isabel Muñoz
Singer Marian Anderson and scientist
Albert Einstein become friends,
connecting over similar experiences with
prejudice and a shared passion for music,
when Marian is turned away from a hotel
that bars African Americans in midcentury America.
• A little known story from the life of Albert
Einstein, inspiring to both Jewish and nonJewish readers
• Beautifully told and illustrated story about
friendship between people of different ethnic
backgrounds
• Timely and timeless
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91/4 x 11 • Ages: 5-11
April 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT: DUNHAM LITERARY
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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Happy Roo Year

Bonnie Lindauer, illus. Sofia Moore
When Hannah G. Solomon looked around
Chicago, the city where she was born, she
saw unfairness all around her. When she
grew up, she founded the National Council
of Jewish Women—the first organization to
unite Jewish women around the country—
and fought to make life better for others.

Jessica Hickman, illus. Elissambura
Join a kooky cartoon-y kangaroo family in
the Australian outback as they celebrate
Rosh Hashanah! Learn about the
traditions of the Jewish New Year in this
rhyming board book, as a community of
rambunctious ‘roos celebrates the holiday.

• An inspiring picture book biography of the
founder of the National Council of Jewish Women
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 91⁄4 x 11 • Ages: 5-10
September 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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jewish interest

Hannah G. Solomon Dared
to Make a Difference

It’s Rosh Hashanah

• Rollicking rhyme and fun art by the author/
illustrator team of Alligator Seder
Kar-Ben Publishing ®
Price: BB: $7.99
Pages: 32 • Trim: 61⁄2 x 61⁄2 • Ages: 4-5
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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Varda Livney
Uncle Max is coming to celebrate Rosh
Hashanah, the birthday of the world!
• Charming simple text and droll illustrations à la
Ziggy cartoons, by author/illustrator
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: BB: $7.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 61⁄2 x 61⁄2 • Ages: 4-8
August 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

Something New for Rosh
Hashanah

jewish interest

Rosh Hashanah with
Uncle Max

Jane Yolen, illus. Christine Battuz
Becca refuses to try any news foods,
until her family persuades her that Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, is a time
to try something new!
• Well-known author Jane Yolen does it again, this
time in a fun and offbeat High Holiday story
• Kid-friendly theme: Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish
new year, is all about “new”—but not all kids
like new things, especially not new foods
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 105/8 x 87/8 • Ages: 5-10
August 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, TEXT: CURTIS BROWN. LTD
DRAMATIC RIGHTS, ART: LERNER
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Susan S. Novich
A Hanukkah board book featuring a
clever badger teaching counting and
coloring concepts.
• Unusual felted artwork makes this concept
book stand out
• Simple concept book teaching colors and
counting to 8 in a Hanukkah setting
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: BB: $7.99
Pages: 18 • Trim: 61/2 x 61/2 • Ages: 4-5
October 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: OLSWANGER LITERARY LLC
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The Three Latkes

jewish interest

Hello, Hanukkah!

Eric A. Kimmel
illus. Feronia Parker-Thomas
When three Hanukkah latkes fight
over which of them tastes the best, the
winner is decided by the family cat.
Which does he choose?
• A fun new Hanukkah story for this perpetually
popular category
• A whimsical tale by well-known author
Eric A. Kimmel
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 24 • Trim: 105/8 x 87/8 • Ages: 4-8
October 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO,
DRAMATIC THEATER RIGHTS: LERNER
FILM TELEVISION RIGHTS, TEXT:
ANDREA BROWN LITERARY AGENCY
FILM TELEVISION RIGHTS, ART: LERNER

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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Pinky, her brother, and her friends tackle
another mystery involving a mysterious
menorah and the theft of an ancient
Israeli coin.
• A fun and slightly offbeat mystery
• Features a charming sister-brother team
• Offers seamless insights into Jewish history and
culture
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $16.99
Pages: 80 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 8-12
October 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER
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Sydney A. Frankel’s
Summer Mix-Up

jewish interest

Pinky Bloom

Pinky Bloom and the Case of the
Magical Menorah

Danielle Joseph
Sydney is dreading the summer course
she has to take at the community
center—until her best friend, Maggie,
comes up with a daring switcheroo plan
so they can both take classes they like.
• A lighthearted tale of summertime mishaps
and self-discovery
• Combines humor and earnestness to gently
convey lessons about friendship, stepping
outside one’s comfort zone, and taking
responsibility for one’s actions
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 264 • Trim: 51/4 x 71/2 • Ages: 8-12
November 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO
(SINGLE-VOICE ONLY) RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: PEARLCO LITERARY AGENCY

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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Karen Pokras
Eleven-year-old Danny Wexler, the
only Jewish boy in his blue-collar town
during the late 1970s, investigates a
local kid’s disappearance, a possible
UFO invasion, and the Bermuda
Triangle, all while dealing with his
community’s anti-Semitism.
• Novel gently but powerfully addresses issues of
anti-Semitism and exclusion

800 328 4929 / lernerbooks.com

Aboard the M.S. St. Louis, 1939
Barbara Krasner
Based on true events this novel recounts
the daring actions of twelve-yearold Ruthie Arons and Wolfie Freund,
refugees aboard the Hamburg-Amerika
luxury liner bound for Cuba, May 1939.
From discovering a Nazi on board to
helping Ruthie’s father, the two children
have to make some brave decisions.
• A little known Holocaust episode

• A timely topic of working through prejudice to
find what really matters

• Theme of refugees being turned away is a
timely one

• The historical setting feels fresh and immediate
as rendered through Danny’s eyes

• This novel-length story is told in verse

Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 248 • Trim: 51⁄4 x 71⁄2 • Ages: 8-13
November 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS: OLSWANGER LITERARY LLC
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37 Days at Sea

jewish interest
nonfiction

The Backyard Secrets of
Danny Wexler

Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: HC: $17.99
Pages: 168 • Trim: 51/4 x 71/2 • Ages: 8-13
March 1, 2021
BRITISH, TRANSLATION, AUDIO RIGHTS: LERNER
DRAMATIC RIGHTS:
SUSAN SCHULMAN LITERARY AGENCY

lernerbooks.com / 800 328 4929
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jewish interest

Natan Sharansky

Freedom Fighter for Soviet Jews
Blake Hoena, illus. Daniele Dickmann
This graphic novel biography is the story
of Soviet Jewry “refusenik” and human
rights activist Anatoly “Natan” Sharansky.
From the awakening of his Jewish
identity and the desire to live in Israel
to his years of imprisonment, Sharansky
paved the way for Soviet Jews who wish
to live in freedom.
• The story of the man who became the face of
the Soviet Jewry movement and those who
helped him gain his freedom
• Takes advantage of the popular graphic novel
genre to describe the life of this “action hero”
• Sharansky was the 2020 winner of Israel’s
prestigious Genesis Prize, citing his lifelong
struggle for human rights
Kar-Ben Publishing®
Price: PB: $8.99
Pages: 64 • Trim: 63/4 x 10 • Ages: 8-11
May 1, 2021
ALL RIGHTS: LERNER

CHINA

Carol Zhang
CA-LINK International LLC (Beijing Office)
Room 1601, TianChuangShiYuan Bldg 313, HuiZhongBeiLi
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100012
China
Email: carol@ca-link.com
Phone: (86)10-5286-1626

FRANCE

Catherine Lapautre
Agence Michelle Lapautre
91 ter, rue du Cherche-Midi
75006 Paris
France
Email: catherine@lapautre.com
Phone: +33 (0)1 47 34 82 41

SPAIN / PORTUGAL / BRAZIL

Sandra Bruna / Berta Bruna
Sandra Bruna Agencia Literaria
Plaza Gala Placidia, 2, 5 º 2 ª
08006 Barcelona
Spain
Email: bbruna@sandrabruna.com
Phone: 93 217 74 06

FOR ZEST BOOKS:
Nina Arrowsmith
Arrowsmith
Poststrasse 14-16
D-20354 Hamburg
Germany
Email: nina@arrowsmith-agency.com
Phone: 49 (40) 85 100 295

FOR ZEST BOOKS:
A.C.E.R. Agencia Literaria
Elizabeth Atkins
A.C.E.R. Agencia Literaria
Amor de Dios 1
28014 Madrid
Spain
Email: eatkins@acerliteraria.com
Phone: (34) 91 369 20 61

Silke Weniger / Alexandra Legath
Kistlerhofstrasse 70, 5/88
81379 Munich
Germany
Email: legath@litag.de
Phone: 089 89 89 949 – 11

ITALY

JAPAN

FICTION
Noriko Hasegawa
The English Agency (Japan) Ltd.
Sakuragi Bldg., 3F
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama,
Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107-0062
Japan
Email: noriko@eaj.co.jp
Phone: 03 3406 5385

JAPAN

NONFICTION & PICTURE BOOKS
Yurika Yokota Yoshida / Reina Shimada
Japan Foreign-Rights Centre
Sun Mall No. 3, Rm. 201
1-19-10 Shinjuku
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0022
Japan
Email: reina@jfc-tokyo.co.jp
Phone: 03-3226-2711
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FOR ZEST BOOKS:
Ian Im
EnterKorea Co. Ltd.
4F, KD Bldg., #123
Seoul 03963
Korea
Email: entersto@ekagency.co.kr
Phone: 82 2 3142 8136

GERMANY

Anna Mioni
AC2 literary agency
via de Mandelo 14
I - 35124 Padova
Italy
Email: anna@ac2.eu
Phone and fax +39.0498809768
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KOREA

Rockyoung Lee
KCC/Korea Copyright Center Inc.
Gyonghigung-achim 3 Officetel Rm 520
34, Sajik-ro 8-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul 03174
Korea
Email: rylee@kccseoul.com
Phone: 82-2-725-3350

EASTERN EUROPE / GREECE /
ISRAEL / THE NETHERLANDS / RUSSIA /
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RightsMix
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USA
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Phone: (973) 857-1066
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